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It was hell's season, and the air smelled of burning children....

With "one of the most arresting first sentences in contemporary writing" (The Atlanta Journal-Constitution),
Robert McCammon unfurls his visionary masterpiece of survival, redemption, and the astonishing
transformations love can create.

GONE SOUTH

chronicles a desperate man's journey through a desperate land, in "a gothic picaresque that mixes gritty plot
and black comedy...a smoothly constructed and satisfying story" (The Wall Street Journal ).

Flooded by memories, poisoned by Agent Orange, Dan Lambert kills a man in a moment of fear and fury --
and changes his life forever. Pursued by police and bounty hunters, Dan flees south toward the Louisiana
bayous. In the swamplands he meets Arden Halliday, a young woman who bears the vivid burdens of her
own past, and who is searching for a legendary faith healer called the Bright Girl. Looking for simple
kindness in a world that rarely shows it, bound by a loyalty stronger than love, Dan and Arden set off on a
journey of relentless suspense and impassioned discovery...over dark, twisting waterways into the mysterious
depths of the human heart.
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From reader reviews:

Kurt Haney:

As people who live in often the modest era should be change about what going on or information even
knowledge to make all of them keep up with the era that is always change and advance. Some of you maybe
may update themselves by reading books. It is a good choice for you personally but the problems coming to
you actually is you don't know which you should start with. This Gone South is our recommendation to help
you keep up with the world. Why, because this book serves what you want and want in this era.

Virginia Warriner:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the coastal world or hanging out with friends is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try point that really
opposite from that. One activity that make you not sense tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster
you are ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love Gone South, it is possible to enjoy both. It
is fine combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh can occur its mind
hangout guys. What? Still don't obtain it, oh come on its named reading friends.

Gabrielle Oneal:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to opt for book like
comic, short story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not attempting Gone South that give your
enjoyment preference will be satisfied by simply reading this book. Reading behavior all over the world can
be said as the opportunity for people to know world better then how they react toward the world. It can't be
claimed constantly that reading practice only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants to
possibly be success person. So , for all of you who want to start examining as your good habit, you can pick
Gone South become your personal starter.

John Carroll:

Reserve is one of source of understanding. We can add our information from it. Not only for students but
also native or citizen will need book to know the upgrade information of year to be able to year. As we know
those ebooks have many advantages. Beside we all add our knowledge, can bring us to around the world. By
book Gone South we can acquire more advantage. Don't one to be creative people? To get creative person
must prefer to read a book. Just choose the best book that appropriate with your aim. Don't end up being
doubt to change your life at this book Gone South. You can more attractive than now.
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